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Features such as lighting and weather effects are also improved. For example, the fourth Fallout game features a 3D renderer with positional shadows, developed by id Software and refined by Bethesda's technology specialists. Characters also possess a basic form of AI, which can both help and hinder the player. The
game incorporates many other features, such as the ability to build and research ancient relics, the ability to write and compose music, and the ability to sculpt the landscape of a new settlement using blocks and other items. Fallout 4 will also let players play as one of more than 15 different characters. Maz’s creation of

its game engine, which uses a 3D environment and a customizable point-and-click interface, influenced many other games, even those that were not the result of a licensed game. For example, Blizzard's creation of the HearthStone game engine also takes its cues from Fallout and X-COM, although the latter was not
directly influenced by Fallout. Fallout: New Vegas also features many of the same elements, with a similar narrative and style of gameplay that has been repeated in other open-world games since. Fallout Tactics: Brotherhood Of Steel is the ultimate continuation of the franchise, and it proves to be the third generation of
the game that will follow the initial Fallout series. With the development of this game, Bethesda is bringing a new generation of fans into the series. The new protagonist, Joshua Sawyer, and the main story add a new dimension to the series and a dose of originality to the formula. The 3.2 GB installers for Fallout Tactics:

Brotherhood Of Steel are released with patches that might be used by the fans of other games like Fallout and Fallout 2 to modify the game in ways that they deem fit.
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Fallout the RPG came out in 1997 and set the gaming community on its ear. Its open ended gameplay, mature yet funny themes and the almost cartoonish over the top violence was a welcome relief in a time when things needed to be shaken up a bit. The sequel came out a couple of years later and built on several of the
unique devices that the first originated but it didn't matter, by this point a rabid fan base of fans had fallen in love with the Fallout Universe. The sequel could have involved finding a shopping list and it still would have been loved. The third entry was only purchased by die hard fans as it walked away from the RPG side of

it and made it more of a tactical game (thus the title: Fallout Tactics ) but kept it's feet firmly planted in the dangerous burnt out wasteland that the fans have come to love and respect. The first Fallout game begins almost a century later, in 2161. Though the survivors in the United States have slowly begun to rebuild
with small-scale societies, civilization as a whole struggles to survive amidst scarce resources, vicious mutants, and those who have turned to a Rape, Pillage, and Burn lifestyle. Subsequent games are set successive decades after the first, with the world continuing to evolve with new factions and adventures. There are
two coherent story arcs and settings in the main series: Fallout is a series of pulp Science Fiction Western RPGs, originally owned and published by Interplay and Black Isle and currently owned by Bethesda. Right after The Elder Scrolls , it is the longest-running and best-selling single player WRPG series in history, with
over 50 million game copies sold since the series began in 1997. [2] The first two games each sold around 600,000, with Tactics selling 300,000. Fallout 3 and New Vegas sold 11.6 million and 12.4 million, respectively. Fallout 4 is estimated to have sold over 20 million copies. Fallout 76 seems to have sold at least 5
million copies based on statements made by Bethesda regarding its sales relative to Fallout 4. The games involve adventures in the post-apocalyptic United States of a retro-futuristic Alternate History a Crapsaccharine World that never quite got over The '50s, powered by Atomic Energy and filled with Moral Myopia.
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